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Many readers will remember that the Spanish 
Society of Medical Radiology (Sociedad 
Española de Radiología Médica [SERAM]) 

participated in the ARRS Global Exchange featuring 
Spain during the 2011 ARRS Annual Meeting in 
Chicago. Many SERAM members participated, and 
SERAM will continue its participation by providing 
their award-winning electronic exhibits at the 2013 
ARRS Annual Meeting in Washington, DC. 

As part of our global exchange this year, we participated in 
the SERAM biannual meeting held in Granada, Spain on May 
25–28. SERAM invited us to deliver lectures in our respective 
subspecialties. Dr. Charles E. Kahn, Jr., our new ARRS presi-
dent, was also invited to deliver an informational lecture re-
garding our society, its overall impact on our specialty, and its 
international activities.

Granada is a city of about 250,000 inhabitants located 225 
miles almost directly south of the Spanish capital, Madrid. You 
can reach Granada by airplane, bus, or train, and when travelling 
by land, one can enjoy the beautiful olive tree plantations of 
Andalucía. Granada is the home of the Alhambra, the Moorish 
citadel that once was the seat of the Moor government that domi-
nated Spain for more than 700 years. The spectacular Alhambra 
receives between 8,000 and 9,000 visitors per day, making it the 
most visited monument in Spain. The meeting was held in down-
town Granada at the Exposition and Congress Palace, a modern 
glass and marble building that has 450,000 square feet of meet-
ing space. 

The plenary sessions took place in the main auditorium that 
held 2,000 seats, and parallel sessions were held in smaller rooms 
capable of seating 150–300 participants each. An impressive area 
was also available for technical and commercial exhibits with a 
smaller area for viewing electronic educational presentations 
and posters. Dr. Laura Oleaga Zufiría from Bilbao, Spain, was the 
president of the Congress and its main organizer. During the 
Congress, Dr. Eduardo Fraile Moreno from Madrid, Spain, com-
pleted his tenure as SERAM’s president, and Dr. Carmen Ayuso 
Colella from Barcelona, Spain, was installed as the new president 
for a two-year term.
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Two members from the ARRS Executive Council share what they learned 
from their journey to the 2012 SERAM National Congress. 
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The two-day pre-Congress course topic was on head and 
neck imaging and attracted 300 participants. The main, four-
day meeting drew more than 1,800 radiologists and comprised 
simultaneous and parallel sessions dealing with imaging of the 
abdomen, breast, and thorax, and neuroradiology, pediatric ra-
diology, and ultrasonography. The morning sessions lasted 
three hours starting with oral scientific communications, fol-
lowed by two refresher didactic courses and additional oral sci-
entific presentations, and ending with short question-and- 
answer sessions. 

The afternoon sessions were similarly structured but were 
of shorter duration. A mini-symposium on functional oncologic 
imaging took place during the lunch hour. Other sessions in-
cluded subjects such as interactive case interpretation, comput-
ers and informatics, advanced tumor imaging, quality 
assurance, research methodology, and radiation protection. To 
complement these activities, a course for radiology technolo-
gists was also provided. Overall, there were 280 oral scientific 
presentations, 1,551 posters, and 136 lectures. As a whole, it 
was a very impressive array of lectures and a very complete ed-
ucational experience. 

We presented conferences on adult thoracic congenital mal-
formations, imaging of small-airway diseases, brain stem cells, 

and advanced brain tumor imaging. Dr. Kahn presented informa-
tion regarding the history and impact of ARRS, which was even 
more successful than expected considering that he valiantly de-
livered it in Spanish! Dr. Mauricio Castillo also moderated a ses-
sion with Dr. José María García Santos, who is the editor-in-chief 
of Radiología, about editorial issues in radiology publishing. Dr. 
Herbert Kressel, editor of Radiology, and Dr. William Olmsted, 
immediate past editor of RadioGraphics, joined this session and 
also spoke about ethical issues in medical publication. These es-
teemed editors were also conferred as honorary members of 
SERAM during the main plenary session. 

What did we learn from our experience? SERAM is an im-
pressive, vibrant, and large society and its well-organized 
meeting features excellent presentations. The spirit of endur-
ing cooperation between ARRS and SERAM is strong. We are 
diligently exploring activities that will continue to benefit our 
societies and extend our global partnership into the future. 
International cooperation is forged not only through hard 
work and patience but also through friendship. After a won-
derful private visit to the Alhambra, we were invited to the 
President’s Dinner, where we were received with warmth, 
consideration, respect, and above all as friends of SERAM and 
its members. n

SERAM is an impressive, vibrant, and large society and its well-organized 
meeting features excellent presentations.

 — Mauricio Castillo, MD

Dr. Melissa Rosado de Christenson, ARRS vice president, presents a 
didactic lecture at the SERAM Congress. 

Dr. Charles E. Kahn, Jr., ARRS president, talks about ARRS’ current 
mission and objectives during the SERAM Congress. 
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